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Executive Summary
This document describes the technical and functional features of the second
implementation of Pilot I — Social TV. It is based on the guidelines defined in D2.2
Business Scenario Development & Data selection which describes initial requirements and
delivers specifications for the implementation of pilots in WP6, as well as for the entire
MixedEmotions platform.
The first section of this deliverable illustrates the objectives of this second version by
describing the Social TV interface for Pilot I. In the second section of the deliverable, we
will present the back-end of Pilot I, explaining the architecture and pipelines, and thus
clarifying the structure of Pilot I and its use of the MixedEmotions Platform modules.
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1. Introduction
The focus of this document is to describe a final version of Pilot I, which aim is to
conceive a pipeline able to support the two Social TV use cases at Deutsche Welle (DW).
Both use cases rely on emotion analysis of DW videos’ content, their related metadata and
the social media discussion around the contained topics. The results of this analysis are
then used in two ways.
First, the analysis is used to recommend suitable content to TV viewers based on
emotional data. Henceforth, this use case is referred to as “Emotion-driven Smart TV”.
Second, the analysis is exploited as a tool intended for editorial desks, where trending
story lines can be identified and the associated emotions can be visualized alongside with
the tweets from which these emotions were extracted. Henceforth, this use case is referred
to as the “Emotion-driven Editorial Dashboard”.
During the last phase of the project, we decided to focus on the development of the
interface on the emotion-driven Smart TV use case which is reflected in this document.
The idea of the emotion-driven Editorial Dashboard remains however and is used as an
illustration of a knowledge graph application which is described in more detail in
deliverable D5.4. The supporting backend pipeline for the emotion-driven Editorial
Dashboard is still described in this document.
The emotion analysis is based on the following data:

Video metadata: this information is extracted via Deutsche Welle’s media API and
enriched with semantic analysis data performed by Expert System’s Cogito API.

Video transcription analysis: the videos’ sound tracks are transcribed and the
resulting text is analysed for its emotional content.

Video audio analysis: for interview-style interviews, we found that emotions
extracted from the sound track provide useful hints as to how engaging the content is.
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2. The Social TV Use Cases
2.1

Emotion-driven Smart TV

2.1.1

User interface

In this use case, a traditional recommendation engine based on content- and user features
is improved thanks to additional emotion-based signals. The latter originate from the
emotion analysis modules provided by the MixedEmotions platform.
The signals fulfil two purposes:
1.
they help distinguish between eudaimonic and hedonic content categories
2.
they help establish the user’s preferences within each of the two categories
The following image shows how this information is currently presented on the AppleTV
interface.

The user can choose whether she or he is in the mood for eudaimonic content (“You might
be intrigued by… ”) or hedonic content (“You might enjoy…”). The emotion analysis
provided by the platform is used to differentiate between the two content categories.
Within each category, the recommendation engine combines traditional content and user
based features with the emotion distributions provided by the platform.
For each video, the data is derived from the following modalities:
1.
the tweet texts returned by the Twitter API after searching for the entities
contained the video’s description text
2.
the text transcribed from the video’s sound track
D6.2 Social TV Pilot Implementation, final version
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3.
the video’s sound track itself
For the purpose of the project, a total of 6000 videos have been ingested into the system,
starting in January 2015.
2.1.2

Evaluation Overlay

In order to support the integration of emotion features into the recommendation engine, we
integrated an evaluation overlay into the TV app which can be shown for debugging
purposes using a hidden gesture.

The above screenshot shows an example of overlay. For one given video, it displays the
emotions collected via the twitter pipeline based on the topics detected inside the
description text. Each dot in the scatter plots on the left-hand-side represents the emotion
(in VAD-form) extracted from one tweet. The histogram on the bottom right shows the
distribution on the 7 emotion categories scale that these VAD values translate into.
The valence distribution on the top right helps us assess how widely spread out those
values are. Calculating the difference between the distribution’s 75-percentile and 25percentile leads to the bipolar valence separation. Comparing this value to the average
separation for all videos (based on the same modality) allows us to assess whether a video
is categorised as eudaimonic or rather hedonic.

2.2

Emotion-driven Editorial Dashboard

Following the mid-project review and its recommendation to increase the pilot’s focus, we
decided to de-emphasize the front-end part of this idea in Pilot 1 and concentrate on the
emotion-driven SmartTV instead.
D6.2 Social TV Pilot Implementation, final version
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The front-end part of the emotion-driven editorial dashboard has been moved into WP5 as
an illustration of the knowledge graph. It uses data produced by the back-end described in
the following section. See deliverable D5.4. for more details.

3. Back-end for Pilot I
3.1

MixedEmotions Platform: Involved Modules

The following picture shows the modules belonging to the MixedEmotions Platform that
are involved in Pilot I.

Figure 1. Pilot I: MixedEmotions Platform Involved Modules

The modules belonging to the MixedEmotions Platform are described in the related
deliverables of WP3, WP4 and WP5.

3.2

Emotion-driven Smart TV Back-end

The following architecture presents the back-end of the Emotion-driven Smart TV. It
shows all the modules involved in the Pilot I for this use case and an overview of their
interactions (which will be detailed in the next sections).
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Figure 2. Emotion-driven Smart TV Back-end
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Here is the list of the involved modules and their role:
●

DW Repository

●

COGITO API

●

DW Client

●

Teaser Analyzer

●

Audio Analyzer

●

ASR/STT

●

Audio Emotion Analyzer

●

Transcription Analyzer

●

Twitter Query Builder

●

Twitter Crawler

●

UPM Sentiment&Emotion Extractor

●

ElasticSearchDAO (Indexer and Searcher)

●

ElasticSearch Database

●

Data Provider

●

Video Info Aggregator

●

Recommendation Engine

●

Emotion-driven Smart TV

●

User Actions Recorder

DW Repository stores all the media content, i.e. audio, video and articles together with the
related metadata. It contains a set of APIs to which the DW Client sends requests for the
collection of this metadata. The latter contains the teaser, the text of the news and the link
to the media content.
The Cogito API performs the semantic analysis of the teasers and articles. It is composed
of a set of modules with specialized tasks: they are in charge of extracting topics,
sentiments, entities and of performing entity linking operations.
DW Client and Cogito API compose the Teaser Analyzer.
The Audio Analyzer is the process of analysing the audio extracted from the videos. It
exploits the ASR/STT module for retrieving transcriptions and performing segmentation.
Finally, the sentences that are extracted from the transcriptions are analyzed with the UPM
Sentiment & Emotion Extractor.
The Audio Emotion Analyzer is the module that is in charge of extracting emotions from
the audio of the video. The Transcription Analyzer is in charge of extracting emotions
D6.2 Social TV Pilot Implementation, final version
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from the segments produced by the ASR by exploiting the UPM Sentiment & Emotion
Extractor.
Twitter Query Builder and Twitter Crawler are also used for the Editorial Dashboard.
ElasticSearchDAO is in charge of communicating with the ElasticSearch Database, where
all the data is stored. It's composed of two main utilities, Indexer and Searcher.
Indexer receives requests for indexing data. It thus only communicates with the database
for sending data to the store; Searcher receives requests for searching data. It thus
performs searches on the database and returns the results and it is exploited by Data
Provider and Recommendation Engine in order to get features and analysis’ of a video.
The Data Provider is the set of APIs that can be used to access to stored data.
The Video Info Aggregator is in charge of aggregating emotions coming from different
modalities and calculating the bipolar separation. The process will be described more in
detail in the next sections.
The Recommendation Engine produces recommended videos by exploiting all the data
stored in the database. It will be described in a dedicated section.
The set of all the described modules compose the Emotion-driven Smart TV back-end; the
Apple TV developed by DW is the user interface of the Smart TV; the User Actions
Recorder creates logs of user actions that are used by the Recommendation Engine.
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3.3

Emotion-driven Editorial Dashboard Back-end

The following architecture represents the back-end of the Emotion-driven Editorial
Dashboard - it shows all the modules involved in the Pilot I for this use case and an
overview of their interactions (which will be detailed in the next sections).

Figure 3. Emotion Driven Editorial Dashboard Back-end
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Here is the list of the involved modules and their roles:
●

DW RSS News Feed Repository

●

COGITO API

●

Twitter Query Builder

●

Social Media External Crawlers (Twitter crawler)

●

ElasticSearchDAO

●

Data Provider

●

ElasticSearch Database

●

ES RSS Parser

●

RSS Analyzer

●

UPM Sentiment and Emotions Recognizers

●

Social Semantic Knowledge Graph

●

Emotion-driven Editorial Dashboard

The DW RSS News Feed Repository is the repository that contains the DW news feeds. It
contains a set of REST APIs which give the possibility to retrieve the RSS. This module is
queried by the ES RSS Parser, which is in charge of parsing RSS and of sending texts of
articles to Cogito API module.
The Cogito API exposes a set of services for text analysis, while the UPM UPM Sentiment
and Emotions Recognizers extracts emotions and sentiment. The Cogito API is composed
of a set of modules with specialized tasks: they are in charge of extracting topics,
sentiments, entities and of performing entity linking operations: this sub-module sends the
Wikipedia URL of each extracted entity to the Social Semantic Knowledge Graph which
generates the knowledge graph by exploiting DBpedia and Wikipedia.
The Twitter Query Builder is in charge of transforming extracted entities, topics and
lemmas into search hashtags for the Twitter Crawler module which will collect all tweets
containing the mentioned hashtags.
ElasticSearchDAO is in charge of communicating with the ElasticSearch Database, where
all the data is stored. It's composed of two main utilities, Indexer and Searcher.
Indexer receives requests for indexing data. It thus only communicates with the database
for sending data to the store; Searcher receives requests for searching data. It thus
performs searches on the database and returns the results and it is exploited by Data
Provider in order to get features and analysis’ of an article.
The Data Provider is the set of APIs that can be used to access to stored data.
The ES RSS Parser reads and fetches RSS from DW’s repository.
D6.2 Social TV Pilot Implementation, final version
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The RSS Analyzer is composed by ES RSS Parser, COGITO API, Twitter Query Builder
and Twitter Crawler.
The UPM Sentiment and Emotions Recognizers is in charge of extracting emotions and
sentiment from crawled tweets.
Social Semantic Knowledge Graph generates a Knowledge Graph from DBpedia and
Wikidata.
The set of all the described modules compose the Emotion-driven Editorial Dashboard
back-end; the Editorial Dashboard is developed by exploiting Kibi features.

3.4

Analysis Pipelines

3.4.1

Editorial Dashboard Pipeline

The following diagram (Figure. 6) provides an overall workflow for Social TV. Single
atomic actions are gathered in order to set distinct activities.

Figure 4. Social Media data collection Pipeline

The pipeline analyzes the feed RSS and the related articles coming from DW RSS News
Feed. Cogito API is in charge of extracting entities, lemmas and topics within the articles,
while the Twitter Query Builder transforms extracted metadata in search hashtags for the
Twitter Crawler. Finally, crawled tweets are analyzed by the UPM Sentiment and
Emotions Extractor.
3.4.2

Emotion-driven Smart TV Pipeline

The following diagram (Figure 5) provides an overall workflow for the Emotion-driven
Smart TV Pipeline. Single atomic actions are gathered in order to set distinct activities.
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Figure 5. Emotion-driven Smart TV Pipeline

The first activity consists in fetching DW’s content from the DW Mediacenter by reading
the list of items and, for each of them, by invoking the details through the API. The union
of the item metadata with the details metadata fills the JSON which is stored in
ElasticSearch, in the "dw_contents" index. At the same time, the parser extracts video
descriptions that are sent to the Cogito API, which itself performs the semantic analysis.
The results are then stored in ElasticSearch in the "dw_analysis" index.
The extracted metadata is used by Twitter Query Builder for creating search hashtags for
the Twitter Crawler. Crawled tweets are analyzed by the UPM Sentiment&Emotions
Extractor. All the results are stored in ElasticSearch.
The second part of the pipeline involves the video file which is processed in order to
extract emotions by both exploiting the audio with the Audio Emotion Analyzer and the
text by analyzing the video transcriptions with the ASR/STT and the UPM
Sentiment&Emotions Extractor.
In addition, the AppleTV is also able to send to the ElasticSearch repository the Media
Usage and the user’s feedbacks, which represent the Emotional Rating.
All the data stored in ElasticSearch are used by the Recommendation Engine module,
which is in charge of sending the recommended videos to the Apple TV.
Example of Video description analysis results
D6.2 Social TV Pilot Implementation, final version
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Emotion Analysis (Textual English Emotion Extractor-UPM module)

Description
“New Video! ...With a twist! MERRY CHRISTMAS \nhttps://t.co/wmUitqWif4 via
@YouTube\n\n#christmas #holiday #youtuber #video #twitter #funny”
Emotion analysis

D6.2 Social TV Pilot Implementation, final version
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Entity extraction and topic categorization

3.4.3

Emotional Histograms Fusion

The emotion analysis coming from the pipelines described in previous sections produces a
set of histograms composed of the extracted VAD values. The picture below shows all the
available histograms.
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The histograms are then fused in order to create a single set of values that contains the
results of all the analyses. The module which is in charge of performing the fusion and the
creation of histograms is the Video Info Aggregator.
For each video and modality analysis, the module:
- counts the resulting emotions;
- creates the VAD histograms;
- calculates the bipolar separation of the valences;
- assigns the mood (hedonic or eudaimonic) based on the bipolar separation;
The same applies for the fusions.
Fusions aggregate histograms produced with different analysis’ in order to have a global
view of the data. First fusion is made among trancription, audio and image analysis; then
the second step is to fuse the first fusion with the analysis of the feedback and the analysis
of the tweets.

Example of results of Video Info Aggregations
{
"video_id": "19558203",
"rating_analysis": {
"mood": "hedonic",
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“bipolar_separation”: 0.8,
"emotions": {
"joy": 1,
"neutral": 0,
"surprise": 0,
"fear": 0,
"disgust": 0,
"sadness": 0,
"anger": 0
}
},
"tweet_analysis": {
"mood": "hedonic",
“bipolar_separation”: 0.8,
"emotions": {
"joy": 1,
"neutral": 0,
"surprise": 0,
"fear": 0,
"disgust": 0,
"sadness": 0
"anger": 0
}
},
"video_sound_analysis": {
"mood": "hedonic",
“bipolar_separation”: 0.8,
"emotions": {
"joy": 1,
"neutral": 0,
"surprise": 0,
"fear": 0,
"disgust": 0,
"sadness": 0
"anger": 0
}
},
"video_image_analysis": {
"mood": "hedonic",
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“bipolar_separation”: 0.8,
"emotions": {
"joy": 1,
"neutral": 0,
"surprise": 0,
"fear": 0,
"disgust": 0,
"sadness": 0
"anger": 0
}
},
"video_transcription_analysis": {
"mood": "hedonic",
“bipolar_separation”: 0.8,
"emotions": {
"joy": 1,
"neutral": 0,
"surprise": 0,
"fear": 0,
"disgust": 0,
"sadness": 0
"anger": 0
}
},
"video_fusion_analysis": {
"mood": "hedonic",
“bipolar_separation”: 0.8,
"emotions": {
"joy": 1,
"neutral": 0,
"surprise": 0,
"fear": 0,
"disgust": 0,
"sadness": 0
"anger": 0
}
},
"overall_fusion_analysis": {
"mood": "hedonic",
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“bipolar_separation”: 0.8,
"emotions": {
"joy": 1,
"neutral": 0,
"surprise": 0,
"fear": 0,
"disgust": 0,
"sadness": 0
"anger": 0
}
}
}
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3.5

Recommendation Engine

In Pilot 1, we developed an emotion-driven recommendation engine. The purpose of this
engine is to use emotion signals to enhance traditional content- and user-based
recommendations. More specifically, we used the Apache Mahout open-source
recommender in conjunction with video material published by Deutsche Welle, and fed it
with emotion data extracted by relevant modules in the MixedEmotions platform. For each
of Deutsche Welle's videos, the following data are passed through the emotion analysers:
●
●
●
●

the video's title and description text (text analysis)
the transcription of the video's soundtrack (text analysis)
twitter messages relating to the video's topics (text analysis)
the video's soundtrack itself (sound analysis)

For each of these aspects, the distribution of emotions is determined and fed into the
recommendation engine. This is done alongside the classical features such as keywords
and the percentage of the video duration that the viewers actually watched. For
comparison, the same recommendation engine has been run in parallel, but with the
emotion signals turned off. A test campaign started in order to evaluate the results.
The resulting recommendations are used to provide viewers of Deutsche Welle's Apple
TV application with suggestions for video content to watch. Each time the app is started
on the set-top box before a random generator determines whether the suggestions should
be based on the emotion-driven recommendation engine or not. This allows us to do an
A/B comparison to verify whether the addition of emotion signals actually helps to
identify videos that the viewer is more likely to prefer — and therefore watch to the end.
In addition, the emotion analysis provided by the toolbox is used to split Deutsche Welle's
videos content into two media consumption mood categories:
● hedonic content— videos that are joyful / amusing / entertaining
● eudaimonic content — videos that are intriguing / startling / challenging
The idea here is to give viewers the possibility to choose from these two distinct facets
according to their current mood, whether they prefer purely joyful contents (e.g., travel
and lifestyle) or rather intriguing contents (such as documentaries about conflicts or
confrontational interviews).
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4. Evaluation
The pilot was evaluated from two perspectives:
1. How well did the system manage to determine the media consumption mood
automatically?
2. Did the use of emotion signals improve the recommendation engine’s
performance?
The corresponding data was collected in an Elasticsearch database and aggregated using
Kibi. We call the resulting visualisations the Evaluation Dashboard. The following two
sections present the results, based on the feedback collected from approx. fifty beta testers
of the DW Apple TV app until the middle of May 2017.

The Consumption Mood
The goal of this evaluation task was to determine to what degree the automatic
categorisation into eudaimonic (i.e. intriguing) and hedonic (i.e. joyful) videos did work.
The data was collected by asking beta testers for feedback via a special screen, shown
below, which we integrated into the app.
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The following graph shows the annotated results taken from the evaluation dashboard. It
shows that
● approximately 80 videos were rated
● a large proportion of the videos that the engine categorised as eudaimonic (left
column) were indeed rated to to be eudaimonic (purple color) by beta testers
● a large proportion of the videos that the engine categorised as hedonic (right
column) were indeed rated to be hedonic (pink color) by beta testers
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The following graph shows that in 85% of all feedback votes, the video was rated to be
correctly categorised.

The impact of emotion signals on video recommendation
The goal of this evaluation task was to determine whether the use of emotions improves
the relevance of recommended videos. We collected the relevant data by conducting A/B
D6.2 Social TV Pilot Implementation, final version
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comparisons: rows of eudaimonic and hedonic videos were recommended by two different
variants of the recommendation engine:
● one variant was set up to function as a classical recommendation engine. It uses
signals such as the number of times a video was watched, as well as what topics
were covered
● the second variant was set up in a similar way to the first variant, but with
additional input signals: the emotion data extracted using the MixedEmotions
platform
Each time the user displayed the “Featured” page on the TV app, the set-top-box used a
random generator to determine which variant of the recommendation engine should be
used.
The resulting graph (annotated since the default labels are too small for this screenshot)
shows to what extent users watched the recommended videos. An extent of 100% tells us
that the videos were usually watched completely. On the other hand, a value of, say, 80%
tells us, that the average watching time was only 80% of the videos’ total duration. The
graph highlights that
● hedonic videos tended to be watched to a fuller extent than eudaimonic videos
● videos that were recommended by the emotion-enabled variant of the
recommendation engine were watched to a fuller extent than videos that were
recommended without using emotion signals
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Assuming that more relevant videos tend to be watched to a fuller extent than
irrelevant videos we can conclude that, based on our limited data set, the use of
emotions can indeed improve a recommendation engine’s effectiveness.
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5. Business Implications
Implication for Deutsche Welle
A version of Deutsche Welle’s Apple TV app is currently in beta testing. When choosing
the English language, the “Featured” page shows two additional rows with video
recommendations — one for eudaimonic content (“You might be intrigued”), one for
hedonic content (“You might enjoy”). When the servers will be upgraded to a state that
can handle the expected load, Deutsche Welle intends to use the system live and evaluate
its performance with a larger number of users.
As a result, the tool box developed by the MixedEmotions consortium is on the way to add
a visible contribution to Deutsche Welle’s portfolio.
In case of positive user response, we expect DW’s Apple TV app to be a good showcase
for MixedEmotions platform’s potential.

Implications for Expert System
Expert System has decided to continue to invest in the Recommendation Engine
development. In fact, Expert System is still working on improving its performance. The
evaluation campaign that we want to carry forward in the next months in collaboration
with Deutsche Welle is offering a big opportunity for both companies. In particular, in
case of a positive result from the evaluation, Expert System will leverage this new product
thanks to its commercial strategy based on its strong direct presence in main international
markets (e.g. Italy, France, Spain, Germany, UK and USA east and west coast) and a
capillary distribution network based on system integrator and commercial partners. The
initial focus will be set on media and new markets where we will be able to offer the new
breakthrough functionalities developed with MixedEmotions (e.g. Multimedia
Recommendation and Media Analytics) to well established customers (e.g. RAI
(www.rai.it), Ansa (ww.ansa.it), Il Sole 24 Ore (www.ilsole24ore.com).
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6. Conclusion
This document presented both the front-end and the back-end for Pilot I.
For the front-end, we focused on the Emotion-driven Smart TV use case. We described the
use of MixedEmotions’ modules to categorise DW content as either eudaimonic or
hedonic on the one hand, and providing extra features for a recommendation engine on the
other hand. In addition, we presented the Evaluation Overlay which supports the fine
tuning of the algorithms involved.
As for the back-end, a design of the Pilot I architecture was described with a focus on the
modules used as part of the MixedEmotions’ Platform. The data pipeline was discussed, as
well as the modules that perform fusions and histograms reports. Finally, in order to
illustrate the functionality of the analysis module (COGITO API), three examples were
presented: emotion analysis for tweets related to the video description, entity extraction
and topic categorization of the video description. The results of the first evaluation
campaign show are encouraging. The Recommendation Engine’s user evaluation in the
DW app is still undergoing, and will continue for a longer period of time.
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